SIS40313 Cert IV in Outdoor Recreation
This qualification provides the skills and knowledge for you to be competent in the field of specialisation that
you have chosen. This may be guiding outdoor recreation activities in an uncontrolled environment, like
rafting, sea kayaking, abseiling etc. You will get the skills, knowledge and experience to work independently
within a variety of settings and situations that may be complex and non-routine. You may be working
independently or as part of a team
A total of 31 units must be completed consisting of 15 core units and 16 elective units.

Core units:

Elective Units:






 SISOABN202A Safeguard an abseiler using a
single rope belay system
 SISOABN406 Apply multi-pitch abseiling
skills on natural surfaces
 SISOABN407A Establish ropes for multi-pitch
abseiling on natural surfaces
 SISOABN409A guide abseiling on multi pitch
natural surfaces
 SISOVTR402A Perform complex vertical
rescues
 SISONAV201ADemonstrate navigation skills
in a controlled environment
 SISORAF402A Guide a raft on grade 3 rapids
 SISORAF403A Guide a raft on grade 4 rapids
 SISORAF404A Coordinate and manage white
water rafting trips
 SISOWWR201A Demonstrate self rescue
skills in white water
 SISOWWR403A Perform complex white
water rescues and recoveries
 SITTGDE301A Work as a guide
 SITTGDE303A Lead tour groups
 SITTGDE304A Prepare and present tour
commentaries activities
 SITTGDE305A Develop and maintain the
general knowledge required by guides
 MEM00008B Carry out trip preparation and
planning














BSBWOR404B Develop work priorities
HLTAID003 Provide First Aid
SISOORD302A Plan outdoor recreation activities
SISOODR404A Manage risk in an outdoor
activity
SISOODR405A Develop and coordinate
programs incorporating outdoor activities
SISOOPS306A Interpret weather conditions in
the field
SISOOPS407A Apply search and rescue skills
SISXCC404A Address client needs
SISXEMR201A Respond to emergency situations
SISXIND404A Promote compliance with laws
and legal principles
SISXIND405A Conduct projects
SISXOHS402A Conduct projects
SISXOHS402A Implement and monitor
occupational health and safety policies
SISXRES402ASupport implementation of
environmental management practices
SISXRES403A Use resources efficiently
TAEDEL301A Provide work skill instruction

If you have already worked and gained extensive experience and skills in this industry, we offer the opportunity to
complete RPL/RCC to gain formal qualifications in this Qualification.

